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I have seen what's now
I'm waiting for the fall
Never looking past, show me something
To focus my eyes, I want to survive
The trials of my life
I'm taking control of the gift I have
The gift of life that is
It's mine to fulfill
Open up to the faith in you
The power of yourself
You are in control
To take me to a place

I have found a paradise
I want you to see
What our world can be

Show me what can be
What I can see if I believe

Now that's what can be
I'll show you the way
If you trust me
And with you and with me
I'll make your dreams come true
The faith you find in you
Use your heart and soul
And learn the lesson
Of what will bring me there
Time has changed for me
I need to succeed
And bring a world of
Change inside myself
It's not hard to do when belief is there
Trust me when I say

Bring your world a new
Chance to be alive
Reborn, renewed

Show me what can be
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What I can see if I believe
And my dreams will come true

Look inside, see yourself
See the reflections of your soul
Pull from the inside, your inner light
Harmonize with you and your world
And get ready to explode

I hold in my hand a burning need
To find myself and plant the seed
It glows inside like a raging fire
I have it in me, I have the desire
I see what I need, I found my plan
It's in my sights, I know I can
Forget your past, put it behind you
Your future lies inside of you

Show me what can be
What I can see if I believe
It's in my sight, it's what is right
And my dreams will come true
The power that I feel I know is real
If I believe
I need to show you what I know
That the future is now
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